
Revising Direct Speech

Remember the rules for writing direct speech:

Can you correct the following sentences? Use a different coloured pen. Add in missing punctuation 
and write capital letters over the top of lowercase letters where necessary. Where a new line 
needs to be started, mark this with a slanted vertical line /.

Here is the princess declared the wolf, placing her gently on 
the ground.  

“She is very beautiful” said Ivan, staring at her. At that 
moment, she started to stir so the young prince soothed her 
“Do not be afraid.” Princess Helena whispered “Where am 
I?” and Ivan told her that she was safe. Where are we going 
asked Princess Helena as Ivan helped her onto the back of 
the wolf. “We are going to fly over the mountains to the 
next kingdom,” replied Ivan. “What about my family” asked 
Princess Helena, becoming panicked again. “Do not worry, 

• All spoken words are enclosed in inverted commas.

• All non-spoken words are outside the inverted commas.

• Only punctuation that is part of the direct speech should go inside inverted commas.

• If the end of the direct speech falls at the end of the sentence, only one punctuation mark 
is needed.

• The break between speech and non-spoken words is normally signalled by a comma.

• Always use a comma after the speech verb if it comes before direct speech.

• If the speech verb comes before direct speech, then start the direct speech with a capital 
letter unless it is a continuation of a sentence.

• A new speaker needs a new line.
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young lady” smiled the wolf. “Ah! This wolf can talk!” exclaimed the princess. “This is all so 
very strange.” “Hold on tight now” instructed Ivan. “This wolf is far faster than any horse you 
have ever ridden on.” “I am a strong horse rider actually” retorted Princess Helena. It’s a good 
job said Ivan and they were off. 

Write the conversation which follows on from this.

 

 

 

 

 



Revising Direct Speech Answers

“Here is the princess,” declared the wolf, placing her gently on the ground. 

“She is very beautiful!” said Ivan, staring at her. At that moment, she started to stir so the 
young prince soothed her, “Do not be afraid.” /Princess Helena whispered, “Where am I?” and 
Ivan told her that she was safe. “Where are we going?” asked Princess Helena as Ivan helped 
her onto the back of the wolf. / “We are going to fly over the mountains to the next kingdom,” 
replied Ivan. /“What about my family?” asked Princess Helena, becoming panicked again. / “Do 
not worry, young lady,” smiled the wolf./ “Ah! This wolf can talk!” exclaimed the princess. “This 
is all so very strange.”/ “Hold on tight now,” instructed Ivan. “This wolf is far faster than any 
horse you have ever ridden on.” / “I am a strong horse rider actually!” retorted Princess Helena. 
/ “It’s a good job,” said Ivan and they were off. 

“Wow, he really is fast!” declared Helena as they raced through the air.

“I did tell you!” chuckled Ivan, gazing lovingly at the princess. 
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Revising Direct Speech

Remember the rules for writing direct speech:

Write sentences using direct speech about the following things:

E.g. Write a sentence about what Tsar Dolmat said to Ivan after he was 
caught stealing. Put the quotation first.

“Why did you steal from me?” asked Tsar Dolmat calmly.

1. Write a sentence about what Ivan said when Tsar  
Dolmat told him that he could go free. Start with  
a quotation.

 

2. Write a sentence about the wolf telling Ivan that he should have  
listened to him. Introduce the quotation, putting the name  
of the speaker first.

• All spoken words are enclosed in inverted commas.

• All non-spoken words are outside the inverted commas.

• Only punctuation that is part of the direct speech should go inside inverted commas.

• If the end of the direct speech falls at the end of the sentence, only one punctuation mark 
is needed.

• The break between speech and non-spoken words is normally signalled by a comma.

• Always use a comma after the speech verb if it comes before direct speech.

• If the speech verb comes before direct speech, then start the direct speech with a capital 
letter unless it is a continuation of a sentence.

• A new speaker needs a new line.
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The wolf said, 

 

3.  Write a sentence about Ivan persuading the wolf to help him find the horse with the golden  
mane. Introduce the quotation, putting the name of the speaker first.

 

4.  Write a sentence where the wolf instructs Ivan on what to do before he goes into the  
stables. Start with a quotation.

 

5.  Write a sentence about what Tsar Alfron says when Ivan is brought to him after being  
captured. Organise the sentence however you like.

 

6.  Write a sentence where Ivan explains to the wolf that he now needs to find Princess Helena.  
Organise the sentence however you like.

 

7.  Write a sentence where Ivan tells the wolf that he has fallen in love with Helena and  
explains their dilemma. Organise the sentence however you like.

  



Revising Direct Speech Answers

1. “Thank you, Tsar Dolmat. I won’t let you down!” said Ivan enthusiastically.

2. The wolf said, “You will find yourself in great trouble, Ivan, if you do not listen to my instructions.”

3. Ivan begged, “Please help me one more time, Wolf. I need to find the horse with the golden mane.”

4. “You will find the horse in the stable. Whatever you do, do not touch the bridle encrusted with jewels. Lis-
ten to my words carefully this time, Ivan!” warned the wolf.

5. Tsar Alfron boomed, “How dare you steal from me!”

6. “We have another challenge ahead. Please help me, Wolf. We need to find Princess Helena!” explained 
Ivan.

7. Ivan said, “We have a problem, Wolf. It is a wonderful thing that Princess Helena and I have fallen in love 
with each other but what are we to do now? How can we ever get the firebird without taking Helena to Tsar 
Alfron?”
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Revising Direct Speech

Remember the rules for writing direct speech:

Read this last part of Chapter 3 and write what conversation happens next between the wolf, 
Ivan and Princess Helena. 

Just as the snowy landscape turned back to green and they came closer to Tsar Alfron’s kingdom, 
Ivan tugged on the neck of his friend and asked him to stop. “Dear Wolf,” cried young Ivan. “What 
shall we do now? Princess Helena and I have fallen in love. There is no way I can deliver her to Tsar 
Alfron but then without the horse with the golden mane, I cannot secure the firebird for my father.”

“Very true,” agreed the wolf, “and more to the point you will be hunted down by the tsar’s 
guards if you break your promise.”

 

 

 

 

 

 

• All spoken words are enclosed in inverted commas.

• All non-spoken words are outside the inverted commas.

• Only punctuation that is part of the direct speech should go inside inverted commas.

• If the end of the direct speech falls at the end of the sentence, only one punctuation mark 
is needed.

• The break between speech and non-spoken words is normally signalled by a comma.

• Always use a comma after the speech verb if it comes before direct speech.

• If the speech verb comes before direct speech, then start the direct speech with a capital 
letter unless it is a continuation of a sentence.

• A new speaker needs a new line.
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